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AN OSCILLATORY INSTABILITY OF INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM
RADIATIVE SHOCK WAVES

James N. Imamura
Los Al&mos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NH 87545

ABSTMCT

Observations of the radiative shock waves produced during the
late stageq of supernova remnant ●volution cannot be understood in
the context of steady sute shock m~dels. As a result, 6evcra 1
more complicated scenarios have been suggested. For example, it
has been proposed that several shocks are producing the emission
or that one shock , which is in the process of making the
transition between the adiabatic and the radiative phases of its
evolution, produces the emission. In this paper, we suggest
another explanation. We propose that supernova remnant Shock
waves are subject to an oscillatory instability. By an
oscillatory instability, we mean one where the postshock cooling
region periodically varies in size on a time scale determined by
the postshock plasma cooling time. An oscillatory instability may
be able to produce the types of behavior exhibited by supernova
remnant radiative shocks in a natural way.

INTRODUCTION

A radiative shock wave is a shock in which the coolinq time
scale of the plasma downstream of the si~ock transition is less
than the characteristic flow time of the postshock plasma, The
thickness qf the transition region is on the order of the particle
mean free ‘path, A , while the thickness of the cooling region,
Acool t is 3etermi!ed by the poetshock velocity and cooling time of
the plasm~. Such a shock is composed of three regions: (1) a
precLrsor in which the inflowing plasma ca!~ be heated, ionized, or
dissociated by an energy flux from behind the shock; (2) a
transition region in which the bulk kinetic \\nergy of the incoming
plasme is converted into thermal motions; and (3) a more extended
region in ~.tich the shock-heated plasma radfat?s auiy its internal
energy relaxing to its final stite. In general, k << L
the ionization, ~<asociation, or heating
precursor.

leng!h acaf~06f %
Because of thfs, most ❑odels of radiative shock waves

take the transition region to be a discontinuity and only model
the cooling region and precursor in detail.

Radiative shock wavea ●:iae in ● wide variety of interesting
astrophysical situafifqa. For inetince~ (1) they can occur in
X=ray binery systems ‘ . In these canes, plasma flows from the
“norms 1“ smr in the binsry system to its companion, ● compact
object (e.g., ● white dwarf or neutron star). If the secreting
plasma approaches the compact object xadially OL ●pproximately
radially, it forms a s@nd-off shock and then cools IS it settles
on to the ourfare of the object. (2) Radiative oh)cks can qcf~r
during the la te otiges of supernova remnan t evolution ‘ .



Immediate 1y after the initial supernova ou~burst,l the ejects from

the outburst expand with a velocity of - 10 km s- ; sweeping up
the surrounding interstellar medium. When the amount of swept up
UMSS is small) the ejeci~ move at constant velocity. This “free”
expansion continues un+ . 1 the ejecti have interacted with an
amount of mass approximately equal to their own, after which time
they are strongly decelerated and assume a structure which is
quite nicely modeled as a Sedov blast wave. The bLaat wave phase
lasts until the postshock cooling time scale becomes less than the
postshock flow time s-le. This occurs around the time that the
shock velocity has dropped to two hundred kilometers per second.
The cooling leads to the formation of a dense shell near the outer
edge of the remnant which, driven by the hot plasma in the
interior of the remnant, acts like a piston driving a radiative
shock wave into the interstellar medium. (3) Radiative shock
waves occur during the interaction of stellar winds and the
interstellar medium. If the shock velocities are sufficiently
low, the plasma cooling time scale will be shorter than the flow
time sca le and radiative shocksl~ill be produced. Examples of
this are the Herbig-Haro phenomenon a~~ the late stages of the
evolution of stellar wind blown bubbles .

In this work, we concentrate our r“ rks to the radiative
shocks produced by supernova remnants, but ~ur results also apply
to the shocks produced by the interaction of stellar winds and the
interstellar medium.

The structure ●nd appearance of eteady interstellar ❑edium
radiative shock waves have been tne subj~~ts of several extensive
theoretical efforts in the last decade . However, when the
results of the calculations ● re compared to observations, the
agreement is not ●lways good. For example, the observations of
the old ,~upernova remnanta, Vela and the Cygnus Loop, cannot be
fit by unique steady state shock models. The observations require
that tjme-dependent phenomena be present or t~; there be several
shocks with ● range of shwk velocities present . The resolution
of this problem 1s not readily apparent. Because of this, it ia
of interest to consider effects which could lead to such
scenarios. InsUbilities of the postshock cooling ragions of
radiative shock wavea ● re good candidates for such processes.

The a~bility properties of the cooling regtons of radiative
shock waves ● re incompletely und~ratood. Two basic types of
?.nstabilities2 ~hsva bee~ considered. There are therms 1
instabilities ‘ , the t i., instxbilitiee which occur ● t
●pproximately constant prassureo Such instibilitiem tend to lead
to “clumping” of the cooling plasma through the amplification of
preshock density f~uctuations. They mainly affect the obmrvable
features of radia ‘ive shock waves; they do not ●ffect the shock
dynamics. Thatia are ●lso “oscillatory” types of instabil,itiesu in
which cooling and ilynamlcal procesa~s both play major roles - .
In oscillatory iasti ’ilitiea, the size of the cooling region
varies in size with a characteristic oscillation period on the
order of tha postshocl plasma cooling time sc.a lC . Whe the r the
shock is uns~ble to trncillatory motions is determined by the form



of the plasma cooling function. We coneiider oscillatory
instabilities in this paper. There have not been any de~iled
calculations of time-dependent interstellar mediuh radiative a.xock
wavea and thus, there are no direct demonstrations that they ● re
uns~able to oscillatory motions. However, studies of the
stability propertie8 of radiative s~ock waves using power law
cooling functions proportional to p Pq have suggested that
interstellar medium shocks may be unstible .

The rest cf this paper is organized a. follows. In Section
II, the qualitative nature of the instability 18 discussed and the
results of the linear ●nd nonlinear 8tability analyses are
presented, and in Section 111, int<. :ellar medium shock ~aves ● re
discussed in the context of oscillatory in8tebilitie8.

SHOCK STABILITY PROPERTIES

A. Qualitative Picture

l’he oscillatory inatab{lity of radiative shock wave~ can be
under.etood by considering planar shock waves. Consjder the
situation where plasma flows from the x = + direction ,.long the
x-axis towarda a obtiowry wall situated in the y-z plane at x =
00 The plasma has a velocity -via, density pin? ●nd pressure Pin
;-0). This highly supersonic plasma forms a strong shock at ●

diaunce ‘s from the wall and then :OOIS ● s it settles onto the
wall. The characteristic time ecalc of the shocked plasma is the
pootahock plasma cooling time, ~c o), defit.ed ● a the ratio of the
internal energy of the postahock p!adm to the emissivity of the
postahock plasma, The diatince x ia of the 6rder of the product

!of the absolute value of the posts ock plasma velocity ●nd ‘c 01’
Whether a ,perturbation of ?the position of the chock front ●nd
therefore of the shack velocity) grows or damps depende upon the
form of the plaame coolin~ function. To ee this, consider ●

!power law cooling function of the f+xin ~3- ~bp ~, whare A is the
p laama ●missivity in unite of drga cm 8 , A ia a constant, T
is the temperature, and a ●nd B ● re constanta. ~on81der the fluid
in a frame in which the qhock velocity would be zero if it were in
equil:briumj but allow for a small nonzero shock velocity, v .
The cooling time scale ●nd postshock velocity sre then found to [e

Internal Energy of the Planma
‘cool - Plasma Er!fssivity

(v~nw,) 2(1-U)

= 10

Pin
B-J —

(1)



●nd

‘in - 3VB

‘Jpost - - 4
(2)

Here To = (9/8) (16k/3~mo)a 4-0 AO-l , M iu the mean molecular
weight, ❑. is the ●tomic mesa unit, ●nd Vp. ut is the postshock
ve loci ty. Defining Acool - o.251”postl ~cool and ●sauming that

Ive/vinl <<l, wehve

3-20

A
‘in

cool = ‘o—
[ 1-( 1.’.2J]

@inB-l v:n

-Ae+ 6A. (3)

Here As is the steady chock thickness, 6A is the perturbation of
the chock thickness. Equation (3) shows that if a ~ -1/2, Acool
is smaller t~n its equilibrium value if v, > 0 (i.e., if the
chock front is perturbed ●way from the wall), and is larger thn
ite equilibrium value if V3 < 0 (i.e., if the shock front is
perturbed,’: towards the wall). Thus, one expecte that the cooling
region will be s~ble ●gainst smell perturbation to the chock
front poeitlon if CI > -1/2. However, be~use this aetimate
ignores the datiiled structura of the cooling ragion, it doee not
yield the quantitatively correct value of the critical temperature
●xponent a or the depandancs of the stability properti~s on tha
●xponent of tha denmity dependunca B. It does indicate, howaver,
the qualimtive ●ffect of varying tha tamparature ●xponant a on
tht stibility of radiativa shock wavca, that le. for l,arga values
of a, radiative ●hock wavee ●re ●xpected to be ●table againat
oscillatory ❑otions.

B. DeUiled Calculations

Linear and nonline r
II

studies of radiative shock waves with
cooling functione A = AOLI ~ heva been cerriad out. Values uf B =
1 mnd 2, ●nd valuas ot a ranging from -2 to 2 have been
considered. All calculation ●esumed that the ●lectron and ian
temperaturao were ●qual, that viscosity and ●lectrou chemel
conduction wera negligible, and that gaomatrlcal ●ffects ware
smell. For interstellar medium chocks, theea ●esumptlons ● re
ueually justified, however, for radiative chocks prvducad by



accre tion onto cgyfct objects, these assumptions break down in
several situations ‘ . The details of our linear calculation
can be found in Refs. 4 and 5, and the details of our nonlinear
calculations can be found in Refs. 5 and 6. In general, there is
very good quantihtive agreement between the linear ●nd nonlinear
analyses (however, see Ref. 6 for a diacu8sion of the slight
differences in the nonlinear calculations). Because oi this, only
the results of the linear analyses for the onset of instability in
terms of the a value and the oscillation frequencies are
presented.

Radiative shock waves are found to be capable of oscillating
in several distinct modes, which axe called, in order of
increasing oscillation frequency, the fundamental (F), the first
overtone (lo), the second overtone (20), and no on. Fer$=2
cooling functions, i.e., cooling functionu where the 10ss
processes are due to particle collisions, such ● s brec!zatrahlung,
collisionally excited line radiation, etc., the F, 10, and 20
modes are stable for a ~ @.4, 0.8, and 0.8, respectively. For B -
1 cooling functions, i. e., cooling functions where the 10SS
processes are due to single particle processes such an Compton or
cyclotron cooling, the F~ 10, and 20 modes are stable for
a ~ 0.05, 0.14, and 0.24, respecti}-ely. For both ~~pes of cooling
functions, the oscillation frequencies are - 0.3-[1.4 (vin/xa) for
the F mode, - 0.6-1.0 (vin/xa) for the 10 mode, and
- 1.3-1.5 (vin/xa) for the 20 mode. Note that (V~n/X~) is =

l/T cool a how ing that the oscillation periods are on the order of
the postshock plasma cooling time ecale.

In genera: (1) the larger the value of a, i.e., the
stronger the temperature dependence of the cooling function, the
more stable the @hocks are likely to be; and (2) the smaller the
value of 6; i.e., the weaker the deneity dependence of the cooling
function, the more etible the shocku Are likely to be.

Examplee of the behavior
of radiative shock wavee in 1
the nonlinear regime ● re

I ,
1,1 -

presented in Figure 1. The
the shock luminosity, L@, as a 1,0-

function of time, ia presented ~ ~,9- —

forB = 2anda - 1, 1/2, and &
1/3 models. The linaar

!
04 -

●nalycis predicts that the F . ~7
mode will be !#table for ‘
a ~ 0,4, ●nd that tha 10 ●nd 0.6 -

20 modes will be stable for o-sa > 0.8. The nonlinear , , I , -J A , , I t
o 5——

●n~l,ysis 18 in good ●greement
10

Tifrlc ;t~)
with thie prediction.

Figure la; the shock luminosity as ● function of $i~e for a
power law cooling function of the form A ~ pT. The
luminosities are in unlta of the ●verage luminosity ●nd the
times are in units of2n(X_/vin).
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Figure lb: Same aa
P

Figur$ ~ , except that the cooling
function has the form A = p T .

Figure lc: Same as Figu~el,~, except that the cooling

function has the form A = P T .



INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM RADIATIVE SHOCK WAVES

The oscillatory instability may occur in. interstellar medium
radiatf.ve shock waves even though there isn”t a fixed surface onto
which the plasma flown. In the interstellar medium, radiative
shocks are driven by a cold, dense shell of plasma whose motion
can be assumed to be constint as the cooling time of the plasma is
short compared to the time over which the layer evolves. This iS
the assumption normally made in the study of interstellar medium
shock wavea r,nd is equivalent to the statement that the column
density of the swept up matter is large compared to the column
density through the cooling region. The application of the
oscillatory abbility results to interstellar medium shocks
requires that the perturbed velo..:ty go to zero at the 8wept up
layer. However, it is not~ ~riori obvious that the pressure
perturkstion also goes to zero at the swept up layer. The effect
of requiring the pressure perturbation to go to zero at the dense
layer, ra the r than the velocity perturbation, was checked by a
linear analysis. The change in the bcundary condition had no
effect on the onset of instability or the oscillation frequencies.

The cooling loaaes of interstellar plasma are primarily due
to particle collisions and thus the ~ = 2 results ●re the relevant
ones. In general, however, interstellar medium cooling functions
are not a single power law in T and so the results of f~e
stability analyses just presented are not strictly ●pplicable .
However, becauae most of the radiated energy comes fxom plasma at
temperature close to that found near the shock wave, only
requiring that the cooling function be a power law for
temperatures around the shock temperature may ~e suff~cient.
Using the ~~uilibrium interstellar mediu~

$~~}ing funCtion
the

eml~:!vit+ ~n be ●ppr~ximated as A = p for tempera tu~ea in
the r~~.gi 10 to 4x10 K. Thus, for these shock temperatures,
we expect that interstellar medium radiative shock kaves will be
unstible. However, because nonequllibri~~ ionization effects
substantially ●lter the cooling function , this result is only
suggestive. Detiiled time-dependent numerical hydrodynamic
calculations are needed to verify thin claim.

Comparisons of the spectral obaervationa of supernova
remnants with shock wave emission models-lge~~rally yield shock
velocities in the ,range 90-140 km s The oscillatory
inability may occur in this regime, but the t~me scale is too
long to observe time variations, The cooling time scale for the
interstellar medium case is on tho order of hundzeda of years.
Thus, the instability should thus manifest itself ● s deviations of
the observed #pectra from those predicted by the ●teady shock
mode la, There is ● great deal of svidence for suc~. effects,
particularly when UV dati ● re combined with optical data ‘“. Other
evidence ia the high [0 111]/H6 line r~fio observed in parta of
many su)ernova remnanta. Raymond ~ ~ ●rgue for nonsteady
●miselon ●nd consider three possible ●~planat ions, The fir~t iu
the thermal instability of PlcCray et al. . They f;onmider thiab ●n——
unlikely ●xplanation becauae the steady models in the 2 x 10 to
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2 x 105 K range reproduce the observed line intensities and
because the spectrum appear8 uniform over the IUE aperture. The
other two explanations are that the shock wave ia just in the
p rote 88 of making the transition from an adiabatic to a radiative
shock wave) either where it comes into contact with a dense cloud
or a homogeneous medium. We believe that thio special situation
is unlikely because the evidence for nonsteady behavior 18 so
widespread.

Thus , we are led to propose that the oaci~latory instability
is the cause of the apparent nonsteady emission . If interstellar
medium shocks oscillate in low order moues, it la possible that
their structures in different temperature ranges will reflect
different shock velocities and thus lead to spectra which appear
to contain contributions from steady state shocks of several shock
velocities. More detailed calculations are needed to verify this
claim.

This work was performed under the auspices of the United
S*te8 Department of Energy.
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